
PHONOLOGY
1. Alphabet Employed

Consonants

bdcjfghjklmnrssttwyz*
Vowels

aaee S8iiouu
Diacritical Marks

long vowel.
^

diphthong.

" rather long vowel.
'
stress mark.

" very short vowel. „ occlusive final conso-

nant.

2. Phonetic Table of Consonants
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Consonants

3. The consonants are pronounced nearly the same as in

English. Only the retroflex d and t present any difficulty

to a European,

4. B nearly always fuses with following -iv-. biUuwa hdrrowa
adlib = biUvhwa hdrrobwa adlib I bought dukhn and
durra.

The corresponding unvoiced sound p is not found in

Bedawiet, but see para. 20 Occlusives.

5. D T English alveolar d and t will do very well.

d + i(^) tends to j (^ j in James)

^ + i(2/) » 6 {= chin church).

gal gw'ajibi = gal gw'adtbi one-eyed

tekacek = tekatiek if it is
;
perhaps.

D tends to be assimilated to a following s, eyas gessa —
iyds gedisa have the dogs shot.

T is often assimilated to a following s s d t d and it tends
to become d before b and g, gas sWa = gctt sd'a one
hour ; 'dkeras-^dttbi = 'dkerdt-sdttbi tough-fleshed

;

adjabtr == atjabtr I am compelled.

6. p ^) Curl the tip of the tongue backwards and upwards as

far as it will go and pronounce d t.

P often soimds very much like southern English rd,

e.g,fddig soimds something likeferdig (as in Ferdinand).

These d and t sounds exercise a strong influence on all

neighbouring alveolars (see the Table in para. 2).

A neighbouring t tends to become t, d becomes d,

s becomes s, while other consonants especially r s I

and n acquire a strong retroflex colouring as though
the speaker had his mouth full of food.

7. GK There is a tendency to interchange these sounds,

especially when they represent the Arabic J or f>,

e.g. gikstni he sells, gtgisia he sold ; akfdl I locked,

gifila lock (imp.).

Many speakers confuse g k with gw kw, especially when
g k are followed by -u, e.g. guhdra thief often sounds
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like ghwdra ; akuhtt by night seems to spread itself

over dukhwtt, ahwhtt, akhmit. One hears alternately

kwikwdi and klkm crow ; ukwdkw, ukwdk, xikdk Sinkat.

The confusion of these sounds is one of the unsolved

problems of Hamitic phonology.

8. ' (hamzah,) In many words of Semitic origin this repre-

sents 9 . The obscure vowel a usually precedes

hamzah e.g. d9'am — d'am. It is of the greatest import-

ance to observe the presence of hamzah in many words,

cf, dam blink, d'am taste ; dir kill, d'ir marry ; sat

meat, s'at a heifer ; ade I said, ad'e I did.

9. J as in English, j occurs mostly in words borrowed from
Arabic. Some tribes, such as the Ammar*ar, prefer g

to represent the Arabic r--

C see imder d t, para. 5.

10. M A euphonic m appears often before 6. hirat termite(s)

temhirat the white ant ; mandjmjbahi or mand hdhi

please father.

11, N followed by g k has the same pronimciation as in the

English words finger, linger ; thinker, stinking (not

as in thin girl, tin can, and not as in southern English

ringer, singer). Phonetically this soimd should be

written rj, but as the above rule is invariable there is

no real necessity to use the sign rj. Before w also n
usually has the sound rj. The sound y does not occur

except when it is followed by g. A:, or w.

N is often assimilated to a following mrlort, wirreha =
win reba big hill ; wim midalahthi = mn midalahthi

big-tongued ; tver hal lawtni?=kan lawtni? will

another appear ? ; tut tubire = tun tubire this sky.

N before b sometimes turns to m. yakdm bd^an = yakdn

hd'an I got up ; naVdi hot, temb'ui the heat. A euphonic

n appears often before d, d and g. de mother, tunde

the mother ; da men, anda the men
;
ga' back, unga'

the back.

Retroflex r;i. See under d t, para. 6.
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N in certain inflections of the verb has the sound of ni

as in English onion. I write this ny in order to economize

the extra phonetic character n.

12. L tends to disappear before t g and n. dawit = dawilt

near (f.) ; hadagwab = hadal gwah black stony ground
;

hadanai = hadal nai anteater
;
gal m., gat f. one.

The substitution of I for r is a regular method of forming

a diminutive, adal pink, adar red ; fafal flutter, fafar

dance ; ragad foot, leg, ttfm-ldgad fly's foot ; reha hill,

ld)a hillock ; saldla long-and-thin, sardra long-and-

thick.

13. B is trilled slightly with the tip of the tongue. Many
speakers have difficulty in producing initial r and it is

usually introduced by a formless vowel, more often i

than a, hind/ihjijridima gather sticks (imp.) ; Irdtt)

irhdn — rdh rihdn I saw an ariel.

14. F tends to assimilate with 8 and s.

Hfia (imp.) drink, dsH = aBfi I drank ; assadig for

asfadig nine.

15. Z is rare. It appears occasionally in words borrowed

from Arabic, but more often the Arabic j is turned to

d e.g. dir'a for ^Ijj.

16. S is sibilant as in sister. Only very rarely before a (i it

has the soimd of z e.g. izdirna = isdirna they married.

V
17. S represents the sound of sh in English, she, ashes. In

this book in Becjawist sh represents two distinct

sounds, a sibilant followed by an aspirate, as in miss

him, its home.

18. X This is the Arabic ^ and is heard only from sophisticated

speakers. Commonly the sound ^ in borrowed Arabic

words is rendered by h or by A:, e.g. hartum or hartum ==

IQiartoum Uyp^^),

19. H An English h will pass muster. It is sometimes vocal-

ized, i.e. pronounced with vibration of the vocal chords,

but not when final. All speakers have difficulty with
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the aspirate ; they commonly omit it and misplace

it and produce it superfluously as do illiterate speakers

of English.

Occlusives

20. Many speakers have a trick of holding the breath instead

of releasing it when a plosive T)ccurs at the end of a word.

I term these soimds occlusives and write them thus . . . &,

. . , . ^. In the result a b sounds like Sb p^t like d, k like g,

and vice-versa. Possibly at times occlusion affects the

meaning of words, cf. kik certainly, klM he is not.

21. Double consonants are pronounced separately as in Arabic,

mdsi yet, masse (f) year ; in'ir he got well, inn'ir he will

get well, in'tr he secretes (wealth) ; hare camel, hdrri durra.

Each syllable is to be pronounced separately.

lake like English lackey not like English lake.

hdre „ harry „ „ hare.

Vowels

22. The vowels in Bedawist are not clearly and regularly pro-

nounced as in French or Italian. They tend to fluctuate

in one and the same word as in colloquial Arabic, so that

one is in doubt whether to write for example tdndi, tendi,

tindi, tinde, tende ; e or £ ; di or ei. Further they tend to

be drawled and diphthongized as in English so that one may
well write in many instances e or ei or eyi, o or ou, a or dfa,

iw or iuw, aw or au or auw.

23. Approximately the vowel soimds are :

—

a like a in English cat

a „ a ,, father

e „ e „ men (but see i)

e „ e in French pere, but this pure vowel is rare

E ,, ay in English payer

' is the obscure vowel as in milord, vanilla, tha boy

I like i in English pit, but the tongue droops from the

palate and the soimd tends to e ; i and e are most difficult

to distinguish

% like ea in English bead
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like o in English note never like o in not

u „ 00 „ good „ u in bud
w „ 00 ,, soon

u an intermediate u is very common

y like y in English yes is commonly used as a copulative

when inflection brings two vowels together especially if

one of them is i : see for example para. 64.

A short final vowel is often almost inaudible and is usually

t'lided before a following vowel or aspirate. Instances will

be found throughout the grammar.

Diphthongs

24. In general when two vowels are in juxtaposition each has

its own separate sound, but when both are short they

sometimes tend to fuse and are marked ^
; especially

a? like ai in English aisle

cm tends to ow in English show rather than to ow in cow

oi like oy in English boy, but 6i as in English yoicks is

more frequent

Stress

25. By stress is meant the emphasizing of one out of two or

more syllables in a word or sentence. The stress is on the

first syllable in the English word character. Stress is

indicated in this book by a mark ' placed over the vowel

of the accented syllable. In Bedawist, stress is frequently

very elusive. The trouble is that it moves from syllable to

syllable under the influence of neighbouring short or long

vowels or of inflectional changes. For this reason it is

often useless to indicate the stress on the basic form of

a word as shown in the vocabulary. The reader should

observe carefully the position of the stress on words in

construction as shown in the various paradigms and

examples, particularly when the stress is vital to the meaning,

as, for example, in the indefinite form of many nouns

—

see para. 45 (6). Compare :

—

uhada the lion ; haddh irhdn I saw a lion ;
hddab irhdn

I saw lions ; uhadmyi my lion ; uhaddiyok your lion.
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